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About This Content

Hungry for more co-op action? This pack contains another full co-op campaign: 10 brain-twisting levels that will test your skills
and friendship in new ways.

Download now and put your co-op skills to the test!
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Genre: Action, Casual
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Press Play
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2 GHZ, dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD5100 (Iris) / GeForce GT630 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Bought this game on sale, really enjoyed it despite the poor weapon handling and aiming. If you can get past that, the parkour
elements were decent and the puzzles not too offputting. Interesting world building and story, just keep your expectations low,
this is a 2009 game after all.. The gameplay is great. gud game
it's a little buggy here and there, but it's a great game overall
gud stuff
you should play it
gr8 m8 i r8 8/8 no h8. Game is pretty good, if short.

First thing that stood out, was the voice acting. It wasnt very good (in my opinion anyway). Anna's wasnt too bad, but Lex's was
a bit off. It got better as the game went, so it certainly isnt anything to hold against the game. I read in another review that in the
original German version of the game, that Anna is reading some letters in the introduction that sets up the game's time frame.
Would have been great to know, but if you read all the notes you find and check out the ship's cabins, you can get an idea of the
time frame. I also read somewhere that you can use the original audio with English subtitles if you mess around in the settings? I
havent tried it, but its worth looking into.

Speaking of the notes, whatever font they used was awful to try and read. The text itself was insightful and very worth reading
though.

The story of the game really stood out considering the length of the game. Story in general is that you and another person end up
surviving a sinking ship, only to end up on another ship that you quickly learn is a ghost ship (and in bad need of repairs). You
spend most of the game exploring and trying to do some light puzzle solving like finding bandages for your friend, trying to find
ways to unlock doors, and finding clues as to where the ship is heading (and how fast).

There are some minor spooks in the game, which I wont spoil, but they really helped the game keep its "creepy" vibe. The
ending was a fairly nicely done plot twist (for me anyway), and I really did enjoy the story of the game.

The main thing I didnt enjoy though was the camera angle and controls. The controls are simple, just mouse clicking, but
combined with also using the mouse to pick up items/check items, moving, and the camera being fixed, sometimes it was hard
to find certain clickables, and once I even missed an entire wall because I couldnt get the camera to angle just right to look that
direction. If the game used wasd (because sometimes objects block where you can click to walk), or let us adjust the camera, the
game would have felt much smoother. That said, outside of a few janky areas, the game is more than playable, but every now
and then, Id run into trouble.

As far as bugs, I didnt find any. Another reviewer mentioned they got crashes when they alt-tabbed, but I didnt have any
problems doing it. Something to be aware of though if you do start crashing.

Graphics were pretty well done, and much better than I expected for a point-and-click game, as was the audio and audio effects.
My only complaint settings/audio/graphics wise, is the lack of windowed mode.

Overall, the game is pretty good. Some minor annoyances and an iffy camera, but a highly enjoyable story. Well worth a buy if
youre into point-and-click adventures, or even if you just want to try them out.. i just bought FSX: Steam Edition - Pushing the
Envelope but its no were to be found and there is no way to contact support this is very annoying. Gravel is a decent enough
title, which in summary I'd describe as "enjoyable".

There is a multitude of different racing activities to partake in, from standard circuit races, point to point races and time trial,
elimination mode and the rather odd and very challenging 'Smash Up' events.

Graphically Gravel is nice, in certain areas one could go so far as to say very nice, for example in the rain on concrete - think
Driveclub if you would like a comparison. Car models are okay, they get the job done, but at times do look a little on the plastic
side. The liveries are terrible, but thats a personal pet peeve.

AI is okay, there's no real terrible and overwhelming rubber banding, however contact is where this game falls over. If you make
contact in the game (which you will, lots), there feels to be a sort of magnetic field which sticks you firm against your rivals. It
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is horrific. That being said, you can and will find yourself using contact to your advantage. You can fly in to turns with no real
regard to brakes, as long as one of the AI is in front of you. You can use them as brakes, spinning them off the track and gaining
that all important first place. Useful as it is, I wish there was some kind of punishment dished out to me for bad driving, because
without, it encourages me to carry on doing so.

There's probably 6 / 7 hours of single player campaign here, 8/9 if you want to perfect it, then there is the multiplayer stuff too,
which I dare not try, because I know that if there is contact in game, no one will get punished, therefore it'll be a very upsetting
and horrific experience (slightly overplaying this but you get what I mean).

Sound wise, the game is okay. There is a backing track, I've no idea what it is because the default level is too quiet to hear it - it
sounds generic and rock-like.

The FMV sequences are annoying as hell, I wish they'd skipped them. Additionally, the commentary post and pre game repeat
(often).

I've encountered a couple of bugs here and there, usually when making contact with a barrier and the like, which will see my car
fling off in to the sky, or something equally mad, but nothing game breaking.

People are saying Gravel is a blend of Sega Rally and any other given title. It is and it isn't.
Gravel actually draws inspiration from tonnes of racers - Sega Rally comparisons are drawn only due to the Toyata on a sand
type scenario in race #1 (Think more Sega Rally Revo or Online Arcade for the 360), but there's also elements of Forza Horizon
(albeit far, far less able), GRID, Motorstorm, Split/Second (Over-saturation and use of RED on most assets), Dakar Rally, Shox
& DiRT Showdown. The concept of Gravel is good, but it doesn't really ever feel original.

If you are after a new arcade racer for some weekend fun, Gravel might just scratch that itch, but don't go looking for
something monumental, because this isn't it.
. The game is just not starting at all, please tell if there is anything I can do to make it start.. its the dark souls of anime tiddy
games. Poporing Ninja Simulator 1.0. This is a game i played with my wife we picked it up because we both love escape rooms,
it took us 90 minutes to complete and we used a few hints if you have the money to spare its a fun little time kill.

Bugs
I read people had bugs hindering them for us our game play was smooth for 1 exception an item fell to a place we could not
reach so we used the in game item reset feature.

Music and atmosphere was very well done graphics are good, the puzzles are a range of challanging depends on how many
escape room like activites you have done you will have a good understanding of the layout.

Really hope they release more in the future.
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an ingenious puzzle game and a gift to the world. terrbile. the script, scene and voice acting all sucked beyond belief, this game
was free and i still want a refund. This is an amazing game. You have rogue-like elements and gameplay that is similar to
borderlands. For terraria fans, this is exactly like the 3d terraria that you've been asking for. Highly recommend this game to any
role-playing game fan.. Very Nice ;). Challenging, fun, and appealing to the eye; Three things that every puzzle game should
have.. This is the conclusion to literally my favorite VN/story ever created, an amazing murder mystery that I cannot
recommend enough.. Probably one of the best VNs here on Steam, at least one of the most unique for sure! I can recommend it
for pretty much anyone who is into kinetic or visual novels because it has all in one: story, characters, music and style.. it's
complex and quite a fun game..optimization is really bad..running an i5 processor with 16gb of ram but the game stutters a lot
which hinders enjoyment..i'm not even 1 hour into the game yet..might consider refund and buy at later time when optimization
is better. Creative Assembly:
updates older games to rewrite history to make it more 'feminist'.
uses red-shell spyware to spy on your online behavior.
releases endless worthless DLCs that should have been in the main game
and they tell the community to "not play" if they don't like it.
Ok, will do.
I bought all your other games, but not anymore.
don't pay for this garbage.
say good bye to a once great franchise.
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